NEWS AND INFORMATION FOR DESIGNERS AND SPECIFIERS OF CORPORATE SIGNAGE AND ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

White and colored neon now 25 to 300% brighter
Radically improve the visibility, color intensity and accuracy of channel letters, open signage and architectural lighting
C.L. Designer® white neon tubing 35-60% brighter
than conventional white neon

Rare Earth neon tubing 25-300% brighter
than conventional colored neon

High-output C.L. Designer® neon
is the brightest white neon tubing
ever developed, boosting the
visibility range of signage by up
to 1000 feet.

Rare-Earth neon tubing in six
colors provides significantly greater
brightness, purity, accuracy and
longevity than all conventional
colored neon tubing.

This broad range of high-output
whites enables architects, graphic
designers and other corporate
identity specifiers to match color
schemes more precisely and
consistently than possible with
conventional fluorescent lamps,
L.E.D.s, or conventional white
neon tubing.

Performance of the new whites is
the result of proprietary phosphor
coating blends that produce light
emissions of exceptional brilliance
and stability.
The new whites also maintain
their high output levels significantly
longer than conventional white
neon tubing, and offer superior
cold weather performance.

In addition to channel letters,
C.L. Designer whites can improve
the aesthetic and functional
qualities of architectural lighting,
spectaculars, billboards, accent
graphics, point-of-purchase
displays and other illuminated
signage.

EGL now offers eight high-output
whites: C.L. 24 (warmest, equivalent to 2400˚ Kelvin), 28, 30,

EGL utilizes rare earth phosphor
coatings to line the inside of the
tubing—the same rare earth
phosphors utilized in the latest
generation of televisions to boost
lumen output, color brilliance
and stability.
These coatings emit extremely
narrow bandwidths of light—
significant because the narrower
the bandwidth, the brighter, purer
and more vivid the light emission... the wider the bandwidth,
the dimmer and more washed-
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35, 41, 65, 71 and 83 (coolest,
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out. As a result, this tubing
outperforms all other neon on all
counts, setting an entirely new
standard for every colored neon
application.

Compare conventional white neon with EGL C.L. Designer® white neon and Rare-Earth colored neon
Conventional
white tubing
behind
red fascia

Conventional White Tubing

Conventional
white tubing
(with white border)
behind
green fascia

EGL C.L. Designer 83
white tubing
behind red fascia

Conventional
white tubing
behind
Conventional
yellow fascia white tubing
behind
blue fascia

EGL C.L. Designer 28
white tubing
behind yellow fascia

EGL C.L. Designer 83
white tubing

EGL C.L. Designer 28
white tubing

(with white border)

EGL Rare Earth
Tropic Green tubing
behind green fascia

EGL Rare Earth
Horizon Blue tubing
behind blue fascia

EGL C.L. Designer® white neon and Rare Earth colored neon (bottom)
produce significantly brighter and more colorful light than conventional
white neon (top) when illuminating identical plastic fascias.

EGL Rare Earth
Tropic Green tubing

EGL Rare Earth
Horizon Blue tubing

Plastic fascias are removed to show the C.L. Designer® white neon and
Rare Earth neon (bottom) that produce brighter and more colorful channel
letters than conventional white neon (top).

More vivid fascia colors

Superior color matching

Super-bright C.L. Designer®
white tubing boosts the vividness and intensity of translucent
vinyl and rigid fascias far beyond
that of conventional white
tubing.

EGL’s C.L. Designer® whites
in eight high-output hues from
cool to warm allow fine tuning
of illuminated plastic fascia
colors to match corporate color
schemes precisely.

Superior visibility

Enhanced stability

25 to 300 percent higher output
significantly boosts the brilliance
and visibility of all rigid and vinyl
plastic channel letter fascias—
including blues and greens that
were previously difficult to illuminate. Higher output can also
allow the number of tubing runs
to be reduced, cutting material
and labor costs significantly.

Enhanced color stability, and
resistance to staining and output
depreciation, keep channel
letters looking brighter and more
colorful significantly longer than
letters containing conventional
neon tubing.

Using colored C.L. Designer tubing behind colored plastic fascias produces
signage that is not only brighter but much more vivid. Compare identical blue
plastic fascia colors illuminated by conventional white tubing (left) and EGL’s
Horizon Blue (right).

EGL C.L. Designer® 24, 28, 30, 35, 41,
65, 71 and 83 white tubing for:
• Channel letters of every type, size and color
• Open signage containing white tubing
• Architectural lighting including cove lighting
and border tubing

EGL Rare Earth neon tubing
in Horizon Blue, Tropic Green,
Coral Pink, Seacrest, Violet
and Flamingo for:
• Open signage of all types
• Channel letters having color fascias
• Architectural lighting of all types
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Identical green plastic fascias illuminated by EGL’s C.L. Designer Tropic Green
neon tubing (right) are significantly brighter and more vivid than fascias
illuminated by conventional white tubing (left).
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